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The Natural Business Year
H E proportion of business organizaTtions
which end their fiscal year on

December 31, as indicated by the results
of a recent investigation, is seventy-two
per cent.
The pressure which accounting firms
annually undergo because of this congestion at the end of the calendar year
has caused professional accountants to
urge a more logical time to close the books
—at the end of the natural business year.
A fiscal year coinciding with the natural
business year would end during that dull
period which follows the heaviest selling
season, ordinarily evidenced by low inventories, low receivables, and a minimum
of borrowings. It is at this time that the
operations of the past year may be most
profitably reviewed and policies formulated for the coming season. This situation is not confined to those industries
which are directly affected by the growing

of crops. Any company having seasonal
fluctuations, that is, which has an annual
recurring of brisk and dull periods at about
the same time each year, should consider
the question of the natural business year.
There are many such industries not directly concerned with the maturing of crops.
Frequently those who use the calendar
year as their business year continue to do
so under the impression that the Federal
income tax law requires that a return be
filed for the calendar year. In view of the
fact that the government permits the
filing of returns for a fiscal year ending on
the last day of any month, a considerable
part of the efforts of accountants advocating the adoption of the natural business
year has necessarily been devoted to
correcting this misconception of the internal revenue law. In addition, accountants have pointed out the advantages accruing to the business concern
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and to the accounting profession in closing
the books at a more logical time than
December 31—possibly, in a few instances
with a little too much emphasis on the
accountant's point of view. The reasoning underlying the natural business year
is fundamentally sound only if it can be
proved that a fiscal year coinciding with
the natural business year will be advantageous to the business itself.
Accountants have probably given more
publicity to the topic of the natural business year than the members of any other
field of business; however, the question is
also an important one to the banker.
Although bankers as a group have not
made any special efforts to call the attention of their customers to the merits and
demerits of adopting the natural business
year, a recent survey of leading bankers'
opinions indicates that bankers are also
vitally interested in the subject.
Whenever the annual statements of a
business concern, which utilizes the services
of bankers, are prepared, a copy, either certified or uncertified, is sent to the banker.
These reports are received and filed in the
credit departments of the banks. With
such a large proportion of corporations
closing their books as of the calendar year,
the credit departments of the banks
throughout the country are congested
with statements the first three months of
the year. By having the financial statements from customers come in according
to the natural closing dates throughout
the year, the banker has a better opportunity to make a fuller review of the statements than is possible when the statements come in at approximately the same
time. With so many statements coming
in during the early months of the year,
it is difficult to analyze and digest the data
as soon as received, which is the natural
inclination. Where statistical information
is kept regarding clients' affairs, the work
could be more carefully handled if distributed throughout the year.
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Moreover, coincident with the filing
of a financial statement, a great many customers deem it an opportune time to make
their borrowing arrangements for the ensuing year. Although the banker watches
the borrower's financial condition throughout the year, it is at statement time that
the principal analysis and study come in.
Revision of credit lines may be necessary
or the banker may desire conferences on
adverse phases. These and various other
essential protective considerations may be
delayed because of the congestion of statements. The painstaking attention that
the statements require compels the credit
officials to operate under high pressure
during the first several months of the year,
all because so many borrowers close their
fiscal period with the calendar year. Certainly the banker would appreciate having
statements coming in at various times
during the year so that he might have
more opportunity to study thoroughly the
affairs of each customer.
Nearly all bankers would like to see two
statements a year from customers; one
when borrowings are at low ebb and the
other when borrowings are at their "peak";
neither of these points necessarily coincides with the calendar year. Where
both statements are not obtainable the
banker prefers the statement when borrowings are at a minimum, supplemented
with information concerning maximum
borrowings. The comparison between the
conditions at these two dates is of utmost
importance to the banker in determining
the character of the loan and how long it
may be needed.
Business concerns which prepare statements during the business lull are able to
make a more favorable showing than those
preparing statements during the active
season. It is perfectly natural to make the
best showing possible for credit purposes.
Bankers have no objection to the preparation of statements at the close of a natural
year's operations because it is a logical
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time to prepare the statements, and the
banker is interested in knowing to what
extent companies can liquidate under
normal conditions. Those companies
which present statements at any other
time are putting themselves at a disadvantage and may even cause themselves
an unnecessary curtailment of credit.
Several bankers call attention to the
fact that many calendar year statements
are "dressed up." The occasion for doing
this "window dressing" is brought about
because the calendar year is probably not
a logical time to close the books for such
concerns. Borrowings are substantially
reduced at an unnatural time in order to
make a more favorable showing during
an active season; this practice slows up business at the end of the calendar year when
business ought to be functioning at its maximum. If statements were prepared at the
logical time, there would be no occasion for
artificial "dressing up."
Many bankers call attention to the fact
that the statements should be presented at
the same time each year for purposes of
comparison. This is to be expected, for
once the fiscal year is determined as the
most advantageous considering the natural
operations of the business, the annual
statements will be made up every twelve
months thereafter. Just as the business
man can analyze statements representing
the results of a natural year's operations
to better advantage, so the banker can
study the individual business more intelligently with the aid of such statements.
It is easier for a banker to measure the
progress of a concern if the statements
over the period of years to be compared
have been drawn off at a time when the
concern's season is over.
Statements
drawn off at any other time are not as
susceptible of analytical comparison.
Some banks prefer statements at the end
of the calendar year to facilitate comparisons with other concerns in the same industry. It seems that the comparisons
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would be more significant if all statements
showed the companies at the same stage
of their seasonal fluctuations—at the conclusion of a natural year's business. The
statements at the end of the calendar year
will show some companies at the end of
their natural fiscal year, some at the peak
of activities, and others at various intermediate stages. The banker extending
credit will have to determine at what stage
the company is in as to its particular seasonal fluctuations and hence go through an
additional process for each concern desiring
a loan. Each balance sheet will be a picture
of a business at a different stage of the
annual cycle, which makes any comparisons confusing. Statements could be more
advantageously compared if each was
prepared at the natural year-end of the
particular business even though the balance sheets were prepared at different
dates. The significant factor is that one
year's operations are compared with another year's operations; it is more logical
that the year's results to be compared
should comprise one natural season rather
than parts of two different seasons.
That the fiscal year of each individual
company should be the same throughout
the particular industry is the preference
indicated by bankers, although the closings
of the fiscal years of the various industries
would be spread out through the year.
This uniformity of fiscal years in each industry would be highly desirable and ideal
but unfortunately it is not the most logical
for all concerns in all industries. In some
lines a fiscal year closing could be ascertained which would be suitable for all concerned, but there are other industries in
which seasonal fluctuations of one geographical district do not coincide with
some other section of the country. We
would then have the same situation on a
smaller scale that we have now with
calendar year closings, in that no single
date can be selected which is logical for
all concerns in the same industry. In
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industries which have selling seasons which
differ in the various parts of the country,
it is more important that each individual
concern choose the most advantageous
date to end the fiscal year than that all
concerns in the particular industry should
use the same date. Rather than standardize the fiscal year of an industry, the
principle of the natural business year
should be applied to the individual companies which make up that industry.
The most intelligent comparisons concerning an industry may be made by comparing the results of a natural year's
operations regardless of the specific dates
as of which the statements may be made
up.
Bankers have certain services to offer
to business concerns and quite often the
bankers have no preference as to when the
statements come in; each individual business concern is allowed to decide for itself.
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There is probably nothing fundamental
which makes it mandatory that the banker
should have statements prepared at the
end of logical fiscal years. However, the
services of the bankers may be given with
greater advantage to both the banker and
corporation on statements prepared at the
end of the natural business year. The
whole financial structure of our country is
dependent upon the most accurate credit
information which can be secured. It is
manifestly better that the financial statements be analyzed promptly and thoroughly, which is possible only by having
customers' reports distributed throughout
the year. It is entirely conceivable that a
greater number of corporations would
adopt the natural business year for their
fiscal year in preference to the calendar
year if they knew that bankers as well as
accountants would have no objection but
looked with favor upon such a change.

